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ABSTRACT

In this study, a pattern recognition-based framework is presented to automatically segment the complete cerebral
vasculature from 4D Computed Tomography (CT) patient data. Ten consecutive patients whom were admitted
to our hospital on a suspicion of ischemic stroke were included in this study. A background mask and bone
mask were calculated based on intensity thresholding and morphological operations, and the following six image
features were proposed: 1) a subtraction image of a subtraction image consisting of timing-invariant CTA and
non-constrast CT, 2) the area under the curve of a gamma variate function fitted to the tissue curves, 3-5) three
optimized parameter values of this gamma variate function, and 6) a vessel likeliness function. After masking
bone and background, these features were used to train a linear discriminant voxel classifier (LDC) on regions
of interest (ROIs), which were annotated in soft tissue (white matter and gray matter) and vessels by an expert
observer. The LDC was trained in a leave-one-out manner in which 9 patients tissue ROIs were used for training
and the remaining patient tissue ROIs were used for testing the classifier. To evaluate the frame work, for each
training cycle the accuracy was calculated by dividing the true positives and negatives by the true positives and
negatives and false positives and negatives. The resulting averaged accuracy was 0.985 ± 0.014 with a range of
0.957 to 0.999.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic segmentation of the complete cerebral vessel tree is important for many subsequent applications, in-
cluding visualization, labeling, quantification and automatic pathology detection. For example in stroke imaging,
segmentation and visualization of blood vessels plays an important role in the diagnosis and treatment of stroke
patients and may help to (automatically) identify the underlying cause of a stroke which may be ischemic or
hemorrhagic. Also, segmentation of the cerebral vasculature can be the first step for artery and vein separation1

or tracking and labeling applications.

Vessel segmentation has been quite an active area of research in medical imaging in the past decades and a
number of methods have been proposed. Various vessel segmentation schemes exist based on e.g. region growing
approaches, surface based evolution techniques, like level sets and geodesic active contours2 centerline-based
methods and stochastic methods such as particle filtering.3 Comprehensive reviews have been presented by
Kirbas et al.4 and Lesage et al.5 Only a few methods are described in these reviews that involve a pure pattern
recognition approach for vessel segmentation in the brain. This is not completely surprising since vessels are
often very small structures in the image, especially at the distal part of the vessel tree and segmentation is
often hampered by the presence of pathology, for example stenosis and calcifications, noise or imaging artifacts.
Iterative or evolution based approaches, initialized at some point inside the vessel lumen are successful because
information can be collected during the iterations or evolution and can help to steer the segmentation process.
In addition, the resulting segmentation yields a continuous description of the boundaries (for example the result
of a level set evolution) which is useful if the exact position of the boundaries need to be quantified at subvoxel
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accuracy for e.g. quantifying stenosis degree. However, size and complexity of patient data is increasing, and
pattern recognition approaches may be more appropriate at this stage.

Furthermore, current methodologies have mainly been focused on segmentation of vessels in static angiogra-
phy (CTA) images. A pitfall of CTA is that it is a timed at the maximal enhancement of the cerebral vessel
while not all vessels enhance at the same time. With the use of 4D CT data sets, also known as dynamic CT or
CT perfusion acquisitions, time information can be taken into account. During a 4D CT acquisition, a contrast
fluid is administered such that the inflow and outflow of cerebral blood can be observed over time. The resulting
time curves can be deconvolved with the arterial input function to obtain perfusion maps, e.g. cerebral blood
flow and volume and mean transit time, which gives information about the brain tissue that has been affected by
the stroke. The perfusion maps helps the clinician to differentiate between core (tissue that has been irreversibly
damage) and penumbra (tissue which has been damaged but can recover), and is important for clinical decision
making and risks assessment in the workup of stroke patients.6–8

In this work we consider 4D CT data of the brain. The purpose of this study was to segment the complete
cerebral vessel tree with a trained voxel classifier based on a set of novel image features obtained from 4D CT
patient data.

2. METHODS

2.1 Patient data

Ten consecutive patients, whom were admitted to our hospital on a suspicion of ischemic stroke, were included
in this study. All patients underwent a dynamic CT acquisition with the Aquilion ONE CT scanner (Toshiba
Medical Systems Corporation, Japan), as part of the clinical workup of stroke patients.

The CT perfusion protocol consisted of 24 volumetric acquisitions taken at several time points over a total
period of 200 seconds with a total exposure of 2250 mAs and a tube current of 80 kV. Each 3D volume had a
resolution of 512x512x320 voxels with a voxel size of 0.5x0.5x0.5 mm, resulting in a spatial coverage of 16 cm,
enabling whole brain perfusion scanning. The rotation time was 0.5 seconds. A nonionic contrast agent material
was administered (50 ml of Xenetix 300; Guerbet, France) with an injection rate of 5 ml/s followed by a 40ml
saline flush.

The acquired CT volumes were then rigidly registered to the first time point based on normalized mutual
information in Elastix .1,9

2.2 Masks and feature images

Two masks and six feature images were calculated based on the 4D CT data. A bone mask and background
mask were constructed. The bone mask was acquired by thresholding the first 3D CT volume of the 4D CT
data set (the CT1 image) at 150 HU. Additionally, a basic morphological operation was applied with an opening
kernel (erosion and dilation with kernel size 3x3x3 voxels).10 From the resulting image, the largest connected
component was taken to obtain the bone mask image.

The background mask was constructed by thresholding the CT1 image at -300 HU. Subsequently, the largest
connected component was selected such that the table or possible presence of equipment surrounding the head
was masked as well. Examples of the two masks are shown in Figure 1.

We propose to use the following six feature images: (i) The first feature image was a subtraction image
to suppress bone and enhance vascular structures. Here, a 3D timing-invariant CT Angiogram (TI-CTA) was
reconstructed from the 4D data set by using a temporal Gaussian filter followed by a temporal maximum image
projection.11 Then the CT1 image was subtracted from the TI-CTA image. The constructed subtraction image
will be referred to as subTI-CTA. (ii) For each voxel in the 4D data set, a tissue curve over time can be obtained.
To this curve a gamma variate function can be fitted:12

GammaV ariate(t) = A ∗ (t− t0)α ∗ e
−(t−t0)

β (1)



(a) Bone Mask (b) Background Mask

Figure 1. Two types of masks were calculated. (a) A bone mask and (b) a background mask. These masks were constructed from
the 4D CT patient data. The bone mask was made by thresholding the image at 150 HU and a morphological operation. The
background mask was constructed by thresholding the image at -300 HU. In both masks the largest connected component was taken.

Fitting was done with a Levenberg-Marquardt minimizer.13,14 Because the intensity changes are the highest
in the blood vessels due to the contrast agent, the amount of intensity change over time is an important indicator
for the vessels. Therefore, the area under the curve (AUC) is calculated of the absolute value of the derivative of
the gamma variate fit, which is done for each voxel individually. This feature image will be referred to as the AUC
image. The AUC of the time curve has been explored before as an image feature for cerebral vessel segmentation.1

(iii)-(v) Additionally, the three parameter values which are defined by the gamma variate fit in each voxel were
taken as a feature. These parameters will be referred to as GVA, GVAlpha and GVBeta respectively. (vi) The
sixth feature image was constructed by applying a 3D Frangi filter on the TI-CTA image.15 This filter analyzes
multi-scale second order image information to enhance curvilinear structures. Four different scales between 1
and 10 mm were applied in this study. The thresholds for plate- and line-like structures, blob-like structures
and noise fluctuations were set to 0.5, 0.5 and 100, respectively. This feature image will be referred to as the
vesselness image. Examples of the six feature images are shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Tissue annotations

Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn by an expert observer on the TI-CTA image of each patient. The observer
was asked to annotate regions of white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), arteries and veins on axial slices at
three positions of the brain. The WM and GM annotations were labeled as soft tissue and the arteries and veins
as blood vessel. These ROIs were used as reference standard to train and test a classifier. Examples of tissue
annotation drawn by the observer are shown in Figure 3.

(a) White matter (b) Gray matter (c) Arteries (d) Vein

Figure 3. An expert observer drew ROIs of four types of tissue in the TI-CTA image. These tissues were (a) gray matter, (b) white
matter, (c) arteries, and (d) veins.



(a) SubTI-CTA (b) AUC (c) GVA

(d) GVAlpha (e) GVBeta (f) Vesselness

Figure 2. . Six feature images were constructed from the 4D CT patient data sets. (a) a subtracted TI-CTA, were the CT1 image is
subtracted from the TI-CTA image; (b) the area under the curve of the absolute derivative of the gamma variate fitted 4D image;
(c-e) the parameters values of the gamma variate fit calculated for each voxel; (f) the vesselness image of the TI-CTA, were a Frangi
filter has been applied on the TI-CTA at four different scales.

2.4 Voxel classifier training

All ROIs and their corresponding feature values were used as a training set. The ROIs of GM and WM were
labeled as soft tissue and the ROIs of arteries and veins as blood vessel. On this training set a leave-one-out
training scheme was applied in which in each cycle a Linear Discriminant Classifier (LDC) was trained on the
9 patients’ samples and was tested on the remaining patient. For each cycle, the accuracy was determined and
the average accuracy was calculated of all ten cycles. The accuracy was calculated as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2)

Here TP, TN, FP and FN are the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives,
respectively. Additionally a confusion matrix was calculated for the whole sample data set.

The result of the framework is a labeled image consisting of 4 different labels: blood vessel, soft tissue, bone
and background (air and equipment). The first two labels were obtained by the classifier the latter two were
based on the masks. A flow chart of the complete framework is shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4. A flow chart of the complete framework. First, feature images are constructed and masks for bone and background from
a 4D data set. Second, the classifier is trained on tissue samples. And third, the classified image is labeled into 4 labels (soft tissue,
vessel, bone and background).

3. RESULTS

All feature images and masks were calculated for all ten patients.

The resulting accuracies of the LDC are shown in Table 1. In this table, the accuracy for every individual
fold can be seen. The total average accuracy is 0.985 ± 0.014 (mean ± SD) and accuracies range from 0.957 to
0.999.

Table 1. Training accuracies of the LDC

Training cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average±SD
Accuracy 0.996 0.991 0.957 0.983 0.997 0.978 0.996 0.968 0.991 0.999 0.985 ± 0.014

The confusion matrix for the whole data set is visualized in table 2. In this table, the total number of TN,
FP, FN, and TP are given in the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right, respectively. Between brackets
the percentage of the total number of labeled voxels are shown. From this table it can be seen that all true
negatives (true soft tissue voxels) are labeled correctly by the voxel classifier. However, 4% of the true positives
(true vessel voxels) are labeled incorrectly as soft tissue voxels.

Table 2. Confusion matrix from all sample voxels

Classified soft tissue Classified vessel
True soft tissue 80453(100%) 0(0%)
True vessel 2333(4%) 50392(96%)

# voxels (percentage of true labels)

In Figure 5, examples are shown of the complete segmented vessel tree masked in the TI-CTA images,
visualized as maximum intensity projection in sagittal direction. False positives for blood vessels are mainly



observed in the areas of the face (eyes, nose and jaws). Examples of false positives are denoted with an arrow in
Figure 5.

A common difficulty in cerebral vessel segmentation is the vessels located near the skull base. Examples of the
vessel segmentation near the skull base are shown in Figure 6. In this figure, a good separation can be observed
between the vessels and the bone. However, some vessels are still oversegmented (denoted with arrows).

Figure 5. The complete cerebral vessel tree was calculated and masked in the TI-CTA. Examples of the maximum intensity projection
in the in the sagittal direction are shown. False positive examples are denoted with arrows.

Figure 6. A common difficulty in vessel segmentation is the vessels located near the skull base. The vessels are masked in red and
the arrows denote examples of oversegmentation of the segmented vessels.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work we have presented a pattern recognition framework for cerebral vessel segmentation in 4D CT
imaging data. The subtracted TI-CTA and the area under the curve of a gamma variate fitted 4D CT data set
are, to our knowledge, new image features in cerebral vessel segmentation applications.



This work has some limitations. First, the ROIs of the various tissue types were drawn on locations where
the observer was certain the annotation corresponded with the tissue type. This leads to high accuracy of the
trained classifier. Taking samples at the boundary of the different tissues would be more realistic. Another
approach is to obtain a complete labeling of specified regions on axial CT slices.1

Additionally, the trained voxel classifier was a LDC which is only one of a large number of other classifiers
which should be tested. Applying these might result in a better segmentation of the cerebral vessel tree.

The LDC was trained on all feature images. We did not assess the classifier performance on a subset of
image features. For instance it was not assessed if each gamma variate fitted parameter enhances vascular
tissue. Moreover, the vesselness feature images were made with a multiscale Frangi filter at fixed scales. This
combination of scales might not be optimal. An alternative method is to use multiple single scale feature images
as an input for the classifier training.16

Preliminary results indicate the feasibility of our pattern recognition approach for the segmentation of cerebral
blood vessels. The proposed framework of applying a voxel classifier to label vessels in the brain works reasonably
well with the introduced feature images. Improvement of the applied classification scheme can result in a robust
method for cerebral vessel segmentation and can serve as a foundation for CAD systems and other clinical
applications.
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